**Terms and conditions**

All rights are reserved. Information from this website may be freely linked to and used for educational and other non-commercial purposes, provided that any reproduction of data be accompanied by an acknowledgment of IIIEP as the source (© UNESCO).

This does not apply to pages and images with explicitly reserved reproduction rights (indicated by © followed by the copyright and year of first circulation) such as publications offered as downloads. Reproduction of the latter requires prior authorization from the author. For such requests, contact: info@iiep.unesco.org

The views and opinions expressed in the materials contained on this website are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of UNESCO or IIIEP. The designations employed and the presentation of material on this website do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of UNESCO or IIIEP concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or its authorities, or concerning its frontiers or boundaries.

Authorizing the use of the name, acronym and/or logo of UNESCO is the prerogative of the General Conference and the Executive Board. In specific cases as set out by the Directives, the governing bodies empower, by delegation, the Director-General and the National Commissions for UNESCO to authorize such use to other bodies.

The power to authorize the use of the name, acronym, logo and/or Internet domain names of UNESCO may not be granted to other bodies. Any decision authorizing the use of the name, acronym, logo and/or domain names of UNESCO shall be based on the following criteria:

1. relevance of the proposed association to the Organization’s strategic objectives and programme;
2. compliance with the values, principles and constitutional aims of UNESCO.

The use of the name, acronym, logo and/or domain name must be expressly authorized in advance and in writing, and must comply with the specified conditions and procedures, in particular with respect to its visual presentation, duration and scope.

**PROTECTING THE PRIVACY OF VISITORS IS IMPORTANT TO IIIEP**

IIIEP is committed to protecting individual privacy and securing the personal information made available to us when you visit IIIEP’s website, as well IIIEP pages on other sites.

This privacy policy describes what information is made available to IIIEP and third parties when you visit IIIEP’s websites and official IIIEP pages on other sites, and how IIIEP uses and stores that information.
We will revise or update this policy if our practices change, or as we develop better ways to keep you informed about them. You should refer back to this page often for the latest information and the effective date of any changes. If we decide to change this policy, we will post a new policy on our site and change the date at the bottom. Changes to the policy shall not apply retroactively.

Information received and stored by IIEP when you visit the IIEP Learning Portal

- By accessing IIEP websites, certain information, such as Internet protocol (IP) addresses, navigation behaviour through the website, the software used and the time spent, along with other similar information, will be stored on IIEP servers. These will not specifically identify you. The information will be used internally only for website traffic analysis.
- If you provide unique identifying information, such as name, email address, postal address and other information on forms stored on this website, such information will be used only for statistical purposes and will not be published for general access nor disclosed or sold to third parties. IIEP, however, assumes no responsibility for the security of this information.

PRIVATE DATA COLLECTION

You may browse the IIEP Learning Portal without disclosing any information about yourself. You will, however, be required to provide a minimum of personal information when registering for on-line services.
IIEP has implemented technologies and security policies to protect your stored personal information. IIEP employees who have access to personal data are obliged to respect the confidentiality of such data.

PRIVACY SUPPORT

You may request a copy of your personal data as long as you provide proof of your identity. For such requests or for any questions about our privacy statement, please contact: info@iiep.unesco.org

Disclaimer of use

IIEP does not warrant that the information, documents and materials contained in its website is complete and correct and shall not be liable whatsoever for any damages incurred as a result of its use. See more at: http://en.unesco.org/this-site/disclaimer#sthash.Llt292t0.dpuf

CHANGES RELATING TO COPYRIGHT OR PRIVACY

As new services and sections are created on this web site, this statement may be amended. Such changes will be communicated on the home page.
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